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Advertisement
and promotion in IT

MARKETING OFFER FOR THE IT INDUSTRY
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Do you wonder

how to start your experience with IT marketing?

Don't worries!
We have a unique offer for you.
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Why us?
2005
in the south of Poland - in Bielsko-Biała, Net Complex
established. The company to ensure the security of IT
networks.

Is a huge challenge to creating and implementing comprehensive
services related to IT marketing in practice. In the world of intricate
technologies we use modern solutions, and the foundation of our
marketing activities are based on analytical background and business
approach.
Our many years of experience in IT implementations have earned us the
trust of many manufacturers and it is their satisfaction that we care most
about. With 16 years of experience working with global technology
security providers, we have built up an extensive list of regular IT
customers. Now we want to share it with you...

16 years
of experience on the IT
market

+28 000
+500

unique
subscribers

completed
webinars
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How do we understand
effective IT marketing?
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The IT market requires specialized solutions in marketing. It is a hermetic
environment that requires an understanding of market needs. Using analytical tools
and methods, we draw conclusions which we turn into optimization of our activities.
What matters to us most is customer understanding and partnership, so we adapt to
our customers' needs to support them in making the right decisions.
We operate in an agile manner, relying above all on proven relationships, which is
the basis of effective actions in IT marketing.
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Our target:
To deploy years of IT security
experience right into the heart
of your organization.
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In addition to our young and well-established marketing team,
our team is rounded off with certified IT engineers and security specialists who
have extensive experience with clients in the digital world.
We have a great understanding of cyber security and how to bring new solutions
to market. Our marketing services include, but are not limited to: graphic design,
article writing, webinars, social media marketing, email marketing, whisper
marketing and organizing events.
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Our marketing campaigns
Marketing campaigns are one-time or long-term activities, conducted online and offline, focusing on
two areas: branding or sales.
An example of the marketing goals of our branding campaign:
increased awareness of the product;
increase in brand awareness;
content distribution;
building the position of an expert.
Examples of marketing goals of our sales campaign:
increase in sales;
reduction of customer resignation or migration to competition;
increase in the number of customers.
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They trusted us:
we cooperate wih:
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What can we do for you?
Conferences and
events

IT network security
blog

Website
www.netcomplex.pl

No one knows the cyber security
event space better than us. Our
team actively participates in IT
security events 365 days a year.
That's why we know when, where
and if it's worth appearing.

Our blog is a place where our
customers can share with the world
world with their knowledge, experience
and articles about offered IT security
solutions.

Our website is a treasury of knowledge
for IT network administrator. Every
day is visited by an average of over
100 unique users in related to the
industry.

Newsletter

Media & Press

Social media

Telemarketing

We execute fully developed graphically
and substantively mailing campaigns
based on analytical data. Thanks to
our constantly updated customer base
we reach over 28 000 unique
subscribers.

Thanks to our ongoing cooperation
with leading publishers of traditional
and online press, including: Ringier
Axel Springer Polska (publisher of
magazines such as: Forbes,
Newsweek, Business Insider, Fakt,
Onet etc) we are able to provide
special prices for their services.

We like to share information with our
clients, so we are also very active on
social media. We maintain channels on
LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram and
YouTube. We have precisely defined
target groups thanks to which we
reach only those people who can
become potential customers.

We have a dedicated telemarketing
department that makes up to 100 calls
per person. We offer a telemarketing
campaign along with email contact
after the call.
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Webinars and
Workshops
Our webinars are famous in the
industry. From the very beginning,
presentations and training have been
the cornerstone of a well-run business
for us. Therefore, through experience,
we have become experts in this and
know how to do it effectively.
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Marketing
in subscription?

Yes, with us it is possible!
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The subscription bundles
Do you want planned, active and consistent actions that will create your positive image in the web? Take advantage of our
subscription offer. A 12-month contract with the possibility of paying in flexible, monthly installments.

BASIC bundle
10 graphic designers - graphic support
8 post w / msc- support of social media
profiles - Facebook, Linkedin;
1 creation and sending of email
marketing per month;
Article up to 3 500 characters per month
Graphic and text design of Google Ads
campaign (additionally advertising
budget + PLN 1,500);
Graphic and text design of Facebook Ads
campaign (additionally advertising
budget + PLN 1,000);
An invitation campaign for a selected
event + invitation creation /. 1 time per
year.

Price: 900 EUR / per month

STANDARD bundle
15 graphic designers - graphic support;
12 post in - support of social media
profiles - Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter;
2 creations and sending email marketing;
Article up to 7 000 characters per month
or two articles of 3500 characters each;
Graphic and text development of Google
Ads campaign (additional advertising
budget + PLN 2000);
-Graphic and text design of Facebook Ads
campaign (additional advertising budget
+ PLN 1500);
Invitational campaign for a selected
event + invitation creation / 2 times a
year.
1 publication on the net complex blog https://www.netcomplex.pl/blog;

Price: 1.000 EUR / per month

PRO bundle
20 graphics - graphic design support;
20 post in - support of social media
profiles - Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter;
3 creations and sending of email
marketing;
3 articles with 3500 characters each;
Graphic and text development of Google
Ads campaign (additional advertising
budget + 2500 PLN);
Graphic and text design of Facebook Ads
campaign (additionally advertising budget
+ PLN 2000);
Invitational campaign for a selected event
+ invitation creation /
2 publications on the net complex blog https://www.netcomplex.pl/blog
Telemarketing with an invitation to an
event (to be agreed individually)

Price: 1.100 EUR / per month
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Newsletter
We reach a wide range of recipients from various target groups, which we can flexibly create according
to the partner's requirements. Currently, our database has more than 28 000 addresses, collected in
accordance with the GDPR, which allows for marketing mailings.
Why use netcomplex mailing service?
Always up-to-date, specialized database, created from scratch;
Wide selection of criteria to reach the customer - targeting;
High effectiveness - high open and click-through rates;
An ideal way to reach a business client;
High quality database, constantly updated;
Over 28 000 unique e-mail addresses;
Industry: IT / Computer Science / Internet.

Target Group:
President / CEO;
IT director / manager;
Network administrators, IT specialists;
Finance director / chief accountant / bookkeeper;
Business owner with an employee in;
IT business owners.

The price of sending e-mailing:
without targeting group: 600 EUR
with targeting group: 800 EUR
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SEO blog article
The price is for material up to 3,500 characters with spaces, delivered as a ready-made text for
publication. It includes publishing the text in the "What's new on the blog?" section on the homep
age and the blog.
Why is it worth it?
Excellent presentation of your company, product or service;
Possibility of comprehensive presentation of information;
Effective creation of brand credibility;
Reach an interested audience, both individual and business;
Possibility for readers to share the article on popular social networking sites;
Publication with company logo.

SEO Article
Publication section address - https://www.netcomplex.pl/blog/;
Content - up to 3500 character in;
Lead - up to 300 character in;
Title - 50-60 character in length
Number of images - 2: one for the attachment, the other in the
content;
One dofollow link (valid for 2 years).

Publication of the article on the blog: 800 EUR
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Website netcomplex.pl
One of the three most popular sources of information about a product or service among users is a
website, which is why we offer the opportunity to present your company and product on our company
website www.netcomplex.pl.

By publishing on the website you gain:
A professional business card of the company, consolidating its image;
Visual and textual elaboration (based on materials delivered earlier);
An inexpensive form of advertising that reaches a wide audience;
A new place for communication with customers to generate new leads;
An up-to-date source of information about the company and its offer;
Credibility! A visually attractive and informative product page inspires trust
and creates an impression of professionalism from the first contact with a
potential customer.

Price: from 450 EUR
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Telemarketing
Our telemarketing services are an effective tool for promoting products, services and companies. Customer service is
a guarantee of the highest quality. Direct telephone contact enables effective relationship building. The helpline is
operated by experienced employees who care for the positive image of the company in every aspect.
From our side we guarantee:
A dedicated telemarketing department making up to 100 calls per day, per person;
A telemarketing campaign inviting people to events,
Sending invitations to customers from our database;

Our contact base:
A specialist database, updated on an ongoing basis, created from scratch;
Wide selection of criteria for reaching customers - targeting;
High effectiveness - high open and click-through rates;
An ideal way to reach a business client;
High quality database, constantly updated;
More than 28 000 unique e-mail addresses;
Industry: IT / President / CEO; IT Director / Manager;
Network administrators, IT professionals; CFO / chief accounting officer / bookkeeper;
Staffing business owner; IT business owners.

Price depends on the project.
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Online webinars
We host up to three webinars on your solution via the Clickmeeting platform.
We guarantee:
Provision of the platform for up to 500 participants,
A telemarketing campaign with an invitation to the webinar;
Sending invitations to our customer base;
Social media posts with a link to sign up for the webinar (1 posts on Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram);
Developing and collecting responses in a short sales survey at the end of the event;
Engineer support during the presentation;
Moderation of an active chat room during the presentation,
Editing and publishing the recording on the VOD site (www.netcomplex.pl/prezentacje-it);
Sending a link with the recording to those registered but not present at the webinar;
Post webinar report (enrolled/participants/survey);
Calling customers from the survey, checking for potential leads;
Invitation in video form to the webinar and posting the video on social media;
Article for the blog about the product inviting to the webinar (CONDITION: the manufacturer
provides it to us, we do not write it ourselves). An article written by us is an additional paid
activity.

Price for a single webinar: 1.100 EUR
Unit price if you purchase a package of two in one year: 1.000 EUR
Unit price in case of purchasing a package of three in one year: 900 EUR
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Online workshops
Similar to webinars, we can arrange one, two or three online workshops for you per year.
Meetings are conducted interactively in a pre-prepared test environment, connecting remotely
- in comfortable groups of 8-10 people.

We guarantee:
Telemarketing campaign with workshop invitation;
Sharing the platform;
Sending workshop invitations to clients from our database;
Publication of an invitation post on social media - LinkedIn + Facebook +Twitter;
Social media posts with a link to register for the workshop,
Engineer support during the presentation;
Chat moderation during the presentation,
Post workshop report (enrolled/participants/survey).

Price for single workshop: 1.100 EUR
Unit price for the purchase of two workshops in one year: 1.000 EUR
Unit price for three workshops in one year: 800 EUR
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Stationary
Events
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Stationary workshops
We have our own workshop room to which we can invite up to 15 participants. Events can take the form of a typical
workshop, where participants come with their own laptops and work on a prepared lab environment,
or they participate as an audience, and an engineer presents the functionality and operation of the product through
a projector.
We guarantee:
Telemarketing campaign with an invitation to the event;
Sending invitations to our client base;
Publication of a post with the invitation on social media - LinkedIn + Facebook+ Twitter;
Social media posts with a link to register for the event;
Engineer support during the workshop;
Provision and connection of multimedia equipment (projectors, screens, computers,
wireless connectivity);
Preparation of the lab environment;
Coffee break and refreshments, lunch for participants and pleasant atmosphere.

Price for a workshop with up to 8 participants: 700 EUR
Price for a workshop with up to 8-15 participants: 900 EUR
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Technological
breakfasts and
conferences:
The organization of larger events does not cause us any problem.
We select the place to the nature of the event and the number of
interested people.
We guarantee:
creation of graphic setting and sending mailings to the subscribers' base;
full technical support (connecting projectors, screens, computers,
wireless communication);
Lighting and sound system;
photo and video documentation of the event;
Excellent catering;
Selection and arrangement of the venue to suit the nature of the event;
renting locations and hotel rooms;
preparing invitations and other conference materials.
Price from 1.100 EUR
The price depends on the nature of the event and the number of participants.
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Questions?

Do you need
some clarified?
I'll be happy to help:

j.paneth@netcomplex.pl
mobile phone: +48 798 396 359

